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Constructed by an unusual, reverse-painting method of 
casting, these works were emphatically not paint on canvas. 
Drawing with clay, silicone and paint on a piece of framed 
acetate, VanDerBeek then filled the frame with colored Aqua-
Resin, a liquid, water-based sculpting material. After harden-
ing, the object was removed from the acetate, and the former 
work area, now covered and opaque, became the back. Reversed 
as in a print, the new surface was worked further, by wholly or 
partially peeling off the clay or silicone, and sometimes filling 
the resulting grooves and gouges with more paint or clay. 

The results are dense and richly textured works, morphing 
from slate smooth to crackled and grooved. Colors range from 
muted to phosphorescent. Ironically, given their weight and 
convoluted process, the objects have an easygoing, spontaneous, 
expressionistic quality. Their pictorial nature spans the ambigu-
ously biomorphic, abstract and cubist (as with Wild Plants and 
Electric Adolescence) to the more obviously figural (such as the 
big, primitive head in Blue Tantrum and the female torso in 
Running in Grass). 

Dubuffet is the obvious referent. But installation is para-
mount for VanDerBeek, who employs the French artist’s Art 
Brut aesthetic in order to examine his relationship to childhood 
rather than to create more childlike things.  Despite their picto-
rial ideas, these “cast wall objects” are more meta-painting than 
painting, made by an artist who is more sculptor than painter.

A mixture of primitivism, historicism and wry humor has 
enlivened all of VanDerBeek’s exhibitions. Growing up in a world 
increasingly driven by an electronic simulacrum of reality, VanDerBeek, 
at 31, investigates the handmade process. He is compelling as an artist 
because of his effort to understand his own place in the history of 
making objects. And he assumes responsibility for protecting, from the 
digital threat to make them obsolete, important ideas inherent in the 
making of things—ideas about how consciousness, through the body, 
can be visualized in its interaction with the physical world, changing it 
and being changed by it.

—Dennis Kardon

JOHANNES VANDERBEEK
Zach Feuer

The imposing steel screens greeting visitors to Johannes VanDer-
Beek’s exhibition initiated impressions of a dystopic playground 
or institutional holding pen. Five 9-by-8-foot welded steel frames 
holding diamond-pleated metal mesh were joined to transect the 
front gallery into open rooms—viewing spaces that were both con-
straining and porous. Viewers could see through these “walls,” hung 
with paintinglike objects (both fronts and backs visible), to observe 
sculptures of freestanding silhouettes and wall-propped schematic 
figures.

Upon the birth of his daughter, VanDerBeek became 
fascinated with “imagining how she was seeing the world 
without the pre-associations that language provides,”  accord-
ing to press material. The objects (all 2014) in “Early Hand,” 
VanDerBeek’s fourth solo at Feuer, did invoke children’s art, 
but it was parenthood that really animated this exhibition. A 
parent ’s privileged observations and responsibilities to both 
protect and educate can liberate consciousness as well as 
restrict freedom. 

The 9-foot-tall stick-figure-like sculptures made of metal 
rods evoke first drawings as well as an adult seen from a child’s 
perspective. While their titles, such as Hurrying, Running and 
Throwing, describe action, they lean statically against walls. The 
human-size silhouettes, from a series titled “Early Outline,” 
suggest filled-out versions of the stick figures; however, their 
bent-rod armatures were actually made and applied after puddles 
of CelluClay, Aqua-Resin and paint had been shaped but had not 
hardened. 

The real highlights here were the “cast wall objects,” the 
gallery’s term for what looked like paintings. Seductive yet puz-
zling, they were the apotheosis in conceptual development of 
the other objects, as they added pictorial structure to sculptural 
presence.

View of Johannes 
VanDerBeek’s 
exhibition “Early 
Hand,” 2014, at 
Zach Feuer. 
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Daniel Gordon’s Blue Face II, a photograph of overlapping rectangles of color, reads as a candid 
revelation of personality in the normally silent material world. A long shadow hangs down like a 
monocle into a staticky blue the color of a humming TV, crossing a brief curve of darker color 
that’s either the shadow cast by a pixelated blonde toupee or the photographic residue of a former 
shadow. In the middle are two overlapping noses; to the right, slashes in orange static; and to the 
left, a blurry ear turned in abstract profile like a hieroglyph. Ripped edges add a cottony, cloud-
like texture. In Zinnias, a bouquet in a crumpled, blurry vase—pixels become almost painterly the 
second time you see them—casts a live shadow on the wall. The effect is powerful, but as with 
the original Crystal Palace in Hyde Park, there’s something morbidly nostalgic about the project; 
Mr. Gordon destroys his models after shooting. 
 
The face of Peter Saul’s beautifully dippy blue Watchdog, colored pencil and acrylic on paper, is 
covered in a maze of thick, blue-gray lines that work simultaneously as folds of floppy skin, 
rivulets of sweat, figurative dismay and Paschal marks of Cain. Purple and gray lightning 
surrounds the beast; an orange halo like an underwater racetrack wobbles overhead. 
A 1964 pencil drawing by Robert Indiana consists of angled sienna lines like stiff fur forming a 
manhole cover or medallion lettered The American Way: Sing; Stan VanDerBeek contributes a 
series of robustly-constructed, tunnel-vision collages; and Van Hanos’ Dismal Woods, a 
handsome six-foot oil of a stand of bare trees in the snow, looks back to Klimt, but sets a viewer’s 
teeth on edge with its thin, tautly-stretched opacity, just like a photograph. In Mr. VanDerBeek’s 
1964-5 Untitled (Facescapes), four to six faces of older white men, one of them halved as if with 
an executioner’s hood, another overhanging a tiny but almost audibly bleating little mouth, 
revolve like the blades of a fan against a background of eerie purple smoke. 
Anya Kielar’s Les Doubles Dames is a seven-foot-tall plaster-white rack of dismembered female 
body parts—or at least, that would be the neatest way to describe it if its tone, thanks both to its 
color and to the parts themselves being more allusive than specific, weren’t so carefully 
noncommittal. A head made of rope could be either killer or victim—or it could be a janitor’s 
unsettling joke with a mop. Two breasts hang separately, also in rope, like quantities of 
undifferentiated flesh, and two inverted feet flank the uneasy head like horns. The figure repeats, 
upside down, as in a playing card. 
 

Heinrich, Will. “’The Crystal Palace’ at Rachel Uffner Gallery.” New York Observer, July 2014 



Looking down on this one or these two figures is an epically odd, untitled construction by 
Johannes VanDerBeek. A speckled, nocturnal blue paper pulp rock roughly in the shape of a 
pinched and pointed corset, with raised peaks like cheekbones, is affixed to the wall. Balanced 
atop it, a second oval rock, lighter in color, marked with blue and white patches like mold. The 
lady’s hat, cocked like a Japanese emperor’s, is a long black spatula. In a collage by Joseph 
Cornell, a cat in a ruff collar presides, above the brand name L’ABEILLE, over a demonstration 
of ascending cubes on a game-table green counter. Providing a very welcome flash of unself-
conscious pleasure, as it appears in a collage, on a section of painted wooden fence, and on the 
seat of a metal folding chair, is Ray Johnson’s baguette-eared, floppy-nosed, egg-eyed, pancake-
flat, seen-from-above bunny. 
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THE MINUTE 
by Abraham Orden 
April 5, 2007 
 

 
Johannes VanDerBeek’s Bush (foreground) and Ruins, both 2007, at Zach Feuer Gallery 

 

 
Johannes VanDerBeek’s Ruins((Culture(Pants), 2007, at Zach Feuer Gallery 

 
"Tweaked" is an apt term as well for the four impressively weird sculptures by 
Johannes(VanDerBeek on view at Zach(Feuer(Gallery on West 24th Street. The 
exhibition’s title, "Bed Bush Ruins," is misleadingly allusive, as it turns out to be a 
literal description of the show’s contents -- sculptures of a bed, a bush and two 
ruins, one a largish wall and the second a sarcophagus of sorts. The exhibition is the 
first for the 24-year-old artist, a co-founder of Guild(&(Greyshkul gallery in SoHo. 

The ruins are made of smallish, drab panels that turn out to be magazines, with their 
pages glued together and then worked over with a heavy-duty hand-sander, 
resulting in a surface that we read at first as built up, like papier-mâché, only to 
discover that it is in fact carved away. The technique shows a sculptor’s affection for 
structure and texture, but also poses a more "theoretical" question of what sort of 
ruins will be left by the information age, and what their significance might be. 
 
The bush sculpture is about eight feet tall, covered in leaves made of wax and 
speckled and splashed with paint so as to suggest tiny images of distant cosmos, as 
if an earthbound model of the Big Bang. A homemade idea, the sculpture is beautiful 
all the same, and suggests that VanDerBeek is carving out a language all his own. 
The works are priced between $16,000 and $25,000. 

Orden, Abraham. “The Minute.” artnet.com 5 April 2007. 



 
 

 
March 22, 2007 
 
Best in Show 
by#R.C.#Baker#
 
Johannes VanDerBeek At first glance, Ruins (2007) 
looks like a weathered medieval wall with blunted 
crenellations and broken arches. But the squarish gray 
stones are actually Time, Life, and National Geographic 
magazines that have been glued together and then 
sanded with an industrial grinder. Flecks of bright color 
and portions of text and photographs are sometimes 
visible on the ravaged surfaces; when a section of bar 
code or the shifting garishness of a printed hologram 
snaps into focus, you may get a prescient glimpse of the 
garbled remains of our empire. Zach Feuer, 530 W 24th, 
212-989-7700. Through April 7. 
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